Abstract: Using molecular dynamics simulations, we investigate the movement behavior of double-walled carbon nanotube containing single atom vacancy defect and Stone-Wales defect. The carbon nanotube thermal actuator consists of a short outer tube and a long inner tube driven under temperature gradient. It is found that the presence of these defects introduces resistance of the nanotube systems, which affects their amplitude and speed. The oscillation motion of the outer nanotube is found possible to be produced, which can be achieved by devising proper initial position of the outer tube, the defect type and the temperature gradient. Our results demonstrate the effect of defects on the motion of carbon nanotubes and show that it is possible to control and tune the motion behavior of nanotubes through the introduction of defects.
Introduction
Due to their remarkable stiffness, strength,elasticity and extremely low interlayer friction, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted great attention in engineering applications. Their excellent wear resistance quality and limited movement ability (rotation or translation) make them key components of various applications in the field of nanotechnology.There are many new nano-devices based on double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs), such as nano-robots [1] , nanobearings [2] , nano-switches [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and nano-oscillators [8] [9] [10] [11] .
CNTs were first discovered in 1991. Iijima [12] found MWNTs in the products of graphite arc discharge. Then in 1993, Iijima and Bethune [13, 14] et al. found singlewalled CNTs in the prepared products independently by mixing transition metals into the graphite electrode during arc discharge. In the field of nanoscience, the DWNTs plays an important role in driving the movement of the nanotubes, which is fundamental to the applications of bearings, switches and oscillators [2, 4, 9] . A controllable nanoscale rotating actuator system consisting of a double CNT and graphene driven by a temperature gradient is proposed by Huang et al. [15] . The movement characteristics and the instability of CNT containing a long outer tube and a short inner tube have been studied extensively [10, 16] . It is found that the oscillatory characteristics markedly depend on the nanotube types and geometries. Mechanical properties like tensile strength and tensile failure strain of single-walled CNTs(SWCNTs) containing defects are studied by Kamal Sharma et al. [17] . In addition, there are also studies on CNTs containing a long outer tube and a short inner tube which also contain defects. The effect of defects on the oscillatory behaviors and instability of double-and triple-walled CNTs based oscillators is discussed by Liu et al. [18] . It is confirmed that the existence of these defects markedly affects the oscillation period and amplitude. The oscillatory characteristics of the oscillators containing sp3-hybridized Stone-Wales defects is studied by Guo et al. [19] , and their results show that it is possible to control the motion of the inner nanotube by introducing sp3-hybridized defects on the outer nanotube. Stochastic modeling procedure is employed to evaluate the influence of vacancy defects on the Young's modulus of CNT by Roham Rafiee and Mohammad Mahdavi [20] . And the nano-scale continuum modeling is used to predict Young's modulus of graphene sheet , also, the finite element (FE) model of the CNT is built using the same approach and then structural defects are applied randomly to obtain the Young's modulus of defected CNTs and compare with non-defected ones [21, 22] . Systematical molecular statics and dynamics simulations are performed on the interlayer friction and energy dissipation of double-walled carbon nanotubes by Guo et al., and they demonstrate the coupled effects of system registration, size, and defects [23] . Also, the oscillatory behaviors of an oscillator made from DWCNTs with vacancy defects were investigated by Luo et al., they show that the vacancies cannot improve the performance of DWCNT-based oscillators [24] . And then a model containing a long inner tube and a short outer tube is designed by Hou et al. [25] , and temperature gradient is applied to the inner tube, this is what we said "thermal actuator". In their study, molecular dynamics simulation is used to study the relationship between driving force and thermal gradient in DWCNT, and it is proved that temperature gradient is an effective driving mechanism. It is also concluded that the driving force is approximately proportional to the temperature gradient. Much effort is devoted to studying the system consisting of the long outer tube and the short inner tube and the effects of defects on this nanoscale device so far, there is, however, limited research about the thermal gradient induced actuation of nano-device consisting of the long inner tube and the short outer tube with single atom vacancy defect and Stone-Wales (SW) defect. Due to the imperfection of material production processes, defects are ubiquitous in CNTs and have an unneglectable effect on the motion of the system. Therefore, research about effects of defects on motion of CNT thermal actuator must be done.
In this paper, the effect of single atom vacancy defects and Stone-Wales defects on the movement behavior of CNTs is studied by performing a series of molecular dynamics simulations. We study different types of the defects by arranging different distribution and number of defects. The introduction of these defects has been found to increase damping of the system, which further affects their amplitude and speed of motion. It is found that the proper initial position of the outer tube, the type of defect and the temperature gradient can be set to achieve its oscillation motion.
Simulation model
In our simulations, the thermal actuator system consists of a (9, 9) inner nanotube with length of 60 nm and a (14, 14) outer nanotube with length of 6 nm. The initial center of mass position of the outer tube is 13nm from the left boundary of the inner tube, as shown in Figure 1 . The two ends of the inner tube are fixed. The regions adjacent to the fixed ends are attached to Nose-Hoover thermostats to be maintained at different temperatures respectively. Actuated by this temperature difference, the outer tube moves along and/or around the inner tube. This system, which causes the outer tube to move due to the temperature gradient of the inner tube, is called a thermal actuator. The Verlet leap frog scheme is applied to integrate the motion equations with a time step of 2 fs. The algorithm for minimizing is conjugate gradient(cg). The C-C bond interaction of the CNT is described by the adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond order AIREBO potential [26] , The van der Waals interaction between the carbon atoms are via the LennardJones potential in the form of
in which ϵ = 2.968 meV, σ = 0.3407 nm [27] . After the initial configuration energy minimization, the system is relaxed at 300 K under canonical (NVT) ensemble. And then, the heat flux is imposed across the inner tube and the system is switched to the micro-canonical (NVE) ensemble. Then the thermal transport in the simulation system is established during a run of 200 ps while the outer tube is restricted from moving rotationally and translationally by rescaling the velocities of its atoms. The temperature gradient is 3.3K/nm. After the restriction is removed, the outer tube moves under the actuation of the inner tube. The average temperature of the inner tube varying with the position of the mass center is shown in Figure 2 . Then defects are applied on the center section of the inner tube. The four different distributions of defects are shown in Figure 3 , 1 defect is applied on position A, 2 defects adjacent are applied on position AB, 2 defects opposite are applied at position AC, 3 defects are applied at position ABC, and 4 defects are applied at position ABCD. Figure 4 shows a vacancy and a SW defect, respectively. 
Results and discussion
Molecular dynamics simulations are performed, considering variations in the distribution and number of defects on the inner nanotube of the system.
Single atom vacancy defect
In order to investigate the effect of single atom vacancy defect on the movement behavior of nanotube, the following ) that the presence of single atom vacancy defects reduces the movement magnitude and increases the cycle time, which indicates that energy dissipation and damping effect are introduced to the system by the single atom vacancy defects. It shows that the extent of damping is different for different situations. The system with 4 defects undergoes the largest reduction in magnitude and also the largest increase in cycle time, while less damping effects are observed in the systems with 2 defects opposite and 2 defects adjacent. The , it can be seen that due to the region of defects is localized at the center of the inner nanotube, the most significant energy loss occurs only when the outer nanotube passes through that region, which can be seen from the two points A and B in the figure. During the first move period, there are three forces in the system. F T is the driving force induced by the thermal gradient, f is the friction and f d is the friction caused by the defects. To study the effect of the defects on the motion of the outer tube, we ignore the friction f here. The driving force has been demonstrated to be proportional to the system temperature [19] , and it is a constant because of the stable temperature. So the fluctuation of force in point A and B are caused by the defects. At point A, the outer tube overcomes the energy barrier generated by the defect, and the defect performs negative work on the outer tube, which acts as resistance. And at point B, the outer tube is about to leave the defect, the defect performs positive work on the outer tube, and the external force is expressed as thrust. From Figure 6(a)-(d) , we can roughly calculate the amount of resistance caused by defects in various situations. The average value of external force in the absence of defects is 0.08630 eV/nm. While in other cases, when the outer tube is far from the defect, the average value of the external force is equal to the average value of the external force in system without the defect approximately. The magnitude of the resistance calculated from the external force diagrams is as follow, The damping in the system with 2 vacancy defects adjacent, 2 vacancy defects opposite and 4 vacancy defects is 0.4482eV/nm, 0.4068 eV/nm and 0.8449 eV/nm respectively. This calculation result is consistent with the result obtained from the position and velocity diagrams. It can therefore be concluded that the damping force follows the order of f 4 vacancy defects > f 2 vacancy defects adjacent > f 2 vacancy defects opposite > f no defect .
To understand the discrepancies in energy dissipation of the different cases, the rotational speed with respect to time of the outer nanotube is calculated. From Figure 7 , we can see that the defect-free system achieves a stable rotational speed in the short start of the movement. While in the system containing defect, we can see that the introduction of defects changes the direction of the rotational speed, and the rotational speed of the outer tube increases each time the defect passes. We can find that the trajectory of the outer tube is not just a straight line along the central axis of nanotube, but also undergoes the self-rotation motion. The introduction of vacancy defect damages circular symmetry of the inner tube. The potential energy barriers originate in the asymmetry configuration. The first principles calculations [28] showed that the formation energy of a single atom vacancy defect is 7.6 eV. The presence of persistent rotation motion leads to persistent energy dissipation, eventually the outer nanotube is unable to pass through the energy barrier. 
Stone-Wales defect
Next, we study the cases where the different number of Stone-Wales defects are distributed around the inner nanotube. Unlike the single atom vacancy defect, in the situation of system with Stone-Wales defect, the centroid circumference of inner nanotube is deformed and the deformations can be observed obviously. The following three defect types are used, 2 SW defects adjacent, 2 SW defects opposite, 4 SW defects. The graphs of position, velocity of the outer nanotube versus time during the process are shown in Figures 8(a) and (b) , respectively. It can be seen from Figure 8(a) and (b) that the presence of SW defects reduces the movement magnitude and increases the cycle time, which indicates that energy dissipation and damping effect are introduced to the system by the SW defects. It shows that the extent of damping is different for different situations. The system with 4 defects undergoes the largest reduction in magnitude and also the largest increase in cycle time, while less damping effects are observed for the systems with 2 defects opposite and 2 defects adjacent. The degree of the resistance is largely dependent on the number and distribution of the defects.
The external force in the direction of movement of the outer tube fluctuations during the first move period are shown in Figure 9 (a)-(d), It is seen clearly that, in the case of no defect, the external force fluctuation range is small, leading to small energy dissipation. However, the presence of SW defect causes a large fluctuation of the external force, which causes larger energy dissipation. From Figure 9 (b)-(d), it can be seen that due to the region of defects is localized at the center of the inner nanotube, the most significant energy loss occurs only when the outer nanotube passes through that region, which can be seen from the two points A and B in the figure. As described earlier, during the first move period, there are three forces in the system, and the fluctuation of force at point A and B are caused by the defects. From Figure 9 (a)-(d), we can roughly calculate the amount of resistance caused by defects in various situations. The average value of external force in the absence of defects is 0.08630 eV/nm. While in other cases, when the outer tube is far from the defect, the average value of the external force is approximately equal to the average value of the external force without the defect. The magnitude of the resistance calculated from the external force diagrams is as follow: The damping in the system with 2 SW defects adjacent, 2 SW defects opposite and 4 SW defects is 0.4812 eV/nm, 0.5132 eV/nm and 0.9567 eV/nm respectively. This calculation result is consistent with the result obtained from the position and velocity diagrams. It can therefore be concluded that the damping force follows the order of f 4 SW defects > f 2 SW defects opposite > f 2 SW defects adjacent > f no defect .
To understand the discrepancies in energy dissipation of the different cases, we also calculate the rotational speed with respect to time of the outer nanotube. From Figure 10 . However, we found that the effect of SW defects on the speed of rotation is not obvious, the SW defects do not change the direction of the rotation speed, and the influence on the magnitude of the amplitude is not obvious. The effect of the SW defect on the system stems from its high energy barrier. The presence of the circumference-distributed SW defects gives rise to a potential barrier when the outer nanotube telescopes through the inner nanotube. Depending on the number of SW defects distributed along the nanotube circumference, the energy barrier profile and magnitude of the defect cluster will be different. The formation of an SW defect involves the rotation of a pair of carbon atoms from the circumferential direction to the axial direction. As a result, the number of carbon atoms in the circumferential direction is reduced, and the nanotube contracts radially at the defected region. This deformation also affects the inner nanotube motion behavior in two ways. On one hand, the first principles calculations [28] showed that the formation energy of an SW defect is 9.2 eV. It exerts an energy barrier at the defect location that the inner nanotube must overcome in order to pass through. On the other hand, the self-rotation motion caused by deformation also leads to energy dissipation as the inner nanotube passes through the site of SW defect, eventually the outer nanotube is unable to pass through the energy barrier. Comparison of the external force acting on the outer tube during the first period of movement for the double-walled system containing no defect, 2 SW defects adjacent, 2 SW defects opposite,4 SW defects in the inner nanotube. The direction of the external force points to the positive direction of the coordinate Figure 10 : (a) Rotational frequencies of outer tube for the doublewalled system containing no defect, 2 SW defects adjacent, 2 SW defects opposite, 4 SW defects in the inner nanotube
The effect of temperature and chirality
In the discussion above, we only considered the case where the average system temperature is 300K, but did not consider the situation at other average temperatures. But system average temperature is very important to this thermal actuator. So we also consider the case where the system temperature is 250K and 350K and molecular dynamics were used to simulate the motion of the systems with no defect and the systems with different kind of defects. The variation of position of the outer nanotube versus time during the process in the system temperature of 250K are shown in Figures 11(a) and (b) respectively. And The variation of position of the outer nanotube versus time during the process in the system temperature of 350K are shown in Figures 12(a) and (b) respectively. Comparing Figure 11 and 12 with Figure 5 and 8, it can be found that when the system temperature increases from 250K to 350K, the energy loss of the system increases. Further, the reason for Figure 11 : Variation of the movement behaviors with time for the system in 250K and 300K: (a) The system containing no defect, 2 vacancy defects adjacent, 2 vacancy defects opposite, 4 SW defects in the inner nanotube, (b) The system containing no defect, 2 SW defects adjacent, 2 SW defects opposite, 4 SW defects in the inner nanotube Figure 12 : Variation of the movement behaviors with time for the system in 350K and 300K: (a) The system containing no defect, 2 vacancy defects adjacent, 2 vacancy defects opposite, 4 SW defects in the inner nanotube, (b) The system containing no defect, 2 SW defects adjacent, 2 SW defects opposite, 4 SW defects in the inner nanotube this phenomenon is that the higher the temperature, the greater the interlayer friction between the inner CNT and the outer CNT, so the energy loss is larger.
It is well known that chirality has a great influence on the properties of carbon nanotubes, so we have further considered zigzag chirality and perform molecular dynamics simulation. The added model is that the thermal actuator system consisting of a (9, 0) inner nanotube with length of 60 nm and a (18, 0) outer nanotube with length of 6 nm. The results are very surprising. Under the seven conditions we simulated: no defect, 2 vacancy defects adjacent, 2 vacancy defects opposite, 4 vacancy defects, 2 SW defects adjacent, 2 SW defects opposite and 4 SW defects, there was only one case (2 vacancy defects opposite) where the outer tube could move in translation, while in other cases, the outer tube could not move. And The variation of position and the velocity of the outer nanotube versus time during the process in the case of 2 vacancy defects opposite of two kinds chirality are shown in Figures 13(a) and (b) respectively. From the figure we can see that although the outer tube of the zigzag chirality carbon nanotube with 2 vacancy defects can move in translation, the time to start moving is much longer than the system of armchair chirality, and the speed of movement is much slower. The reason for this phenomenon is that in armchair-armchair DWNTs, the nanotube axis direction is an easy direction of movement, while for zigzag-armchair or zigzag-zigzag DWNTs, the circumferential direction is an easy direction [27] . Therefore, in the thermal actuator system, the occurrence of the translational movement of the outer tube is related to the chirality of the inner and outer tubes.
Oscillation
In the process of studying various cases of the SW defect, we found an interesting phenomenon. In the system with 2 SW defects opposite, the outer tube can oscillate in the vicinity of the defect. Finally, we turn our attention to the oscillation in the system containing the 2 SW defects opposite. The factors that caused the oscillation phenomenon are studied. From the above simulation results, when the conditions other than the defect type are the same, only the system with the 2 SW defects opposite is oscillated, so we can see that the occurrence of the oscillation phenomenon is related to the type of the defect.
Then we change the initial position of the outer tube and placed the center of mass of the outer tube at 10 nm and 16 nm from the left boundary of the inner tube for molecular dynamics simulation. The results obtained are shown in Figure 14 . It can be seen from the position diagram that when the initial position of the outer tube is p 0 = −20nm, the outer tube is accelerated by the temperature gradient force for a longer distance, the kinetic energy of the system is higher, and the outer tube can pass the defect to the front of the defect three times, but cannot cross the energy barrier the fourth time, so the oscillation phenomenon cannot be generated, and when the initial position of the outer tube is p 0 = −14nm, the outer tube is accelerated by the temperature gradient force for a shorter distance, and the kinetic energy of the system is lower, so that the outer tube can only cross the defect to the front of the defect once, when the second time the outer tube passes through the defect, it cannot cross the energy barrier and therefore cannot produce oscillation phenomenon. While when the initial position of the outer tube is p 0 = −17nm, the outer tube crosses the defect to the back of the defect twice. When the third time the outer tube passes through the defect, it cannot cross the energy barrier, and the temperature gradient force acts to form an oscillation phenomenon. The above results indicate that the generation of the oscillation phenomenon is related to the initial position of the outer tube. We also change the temperature gradient of the system and set the temperature gradient to 4.2 K/nm, 2.5 K/nm, 5 K/nm. The simulation results are shown in Figure 15 . It can be seen from the figure that when the temperature gradient is 5K/nm, the temperature gradient driving force is larger, so the work is more in the same distance, and the kinetic energy of the system is higher, and the outer tube can pass the defect to the front of the defect three times, but cannot cross the energy barrier the fourth time, so the oscillation phenomenon cannot be generated; And the temperature gradient is 2.5K/nm, the temperature gradient driving force is smaller, so the work is less in the same distance, and the kinetic energy of the system is lower, so that the outer tube can only cross the defect to the front of the defect once, when the second time the outer tube passes through the defect, it cannot cross the energy barrier and therefore cannot produce oscillation phenomenon, while when the temperature gradient is 3.4K/nm and 4.2K/nm, the outer tube crosses the defect to the back of the defect twice. When the third time the outer tube passes through the defect, it cannot cross the energy barrier, and the temperature gradient force acts to form an oscillation phenomenon. The above analysis shows that the generation of oscillations is also related to the system temperature gradient.
In summary, the occurrence of the oscillation phenomenon is related to the initial position of the outer tube, the type of the defect, and the magnitude of the temperature gradient.
Conclusions
We have performed systematic molecular dynamics simulations to study the movement behavior of CNT containing single atom vacancy defect and SW defect. It is found that the presence of these defects introduces resistance of the nanotube systems, which affects the move amplitude and speed of the outer tube. The mechanism of the energy dissipation is the introduction of defect damages circular symmetry of the inner tube. Therefore the axial rotation speed of outer tube is greater, then generate greater translational energy dissipation. The results also show that the degree of influence can be adjusted by the number distribution of the defects and average temperature. Moreover, the chirality of the inner and outer tubes plays a vital role in the movement of the thermal actuator system. We have also found that it is possible to produce oscillation motion of the outer nanotube by designing proper initial position of the outer tube, the defect type and the temperature gradient. Our results show that it is possible to control and tune the movement behavior of CNT by introducing different defects into the system.
